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Abstract

In this article we survey illustrative rendering techniques for 3D surface models. We first discuss the field of illustrative
visualization in general and provide a new definition for this sub-area of visualization. For the remainder of the survey we then
focus on surface-based models. We start by briefly summarizing the differential geometry fundamental to many approaches
and discuss additional general requirements for the underlying models and the methods’ implementations. We then provide an
overview of low-level illustrative rendering techniques including sparse lines, stippling and hatching, and illustrative shading,
connecting each of them to practical examples of visualization applications. We also mention evaluation approaches and list
various application fields, before we close with a discussion of the state of the art and future work.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation—Line and
curve generation

1. Introduction

Modern rendering and visualization techniques offer us a multi-
tude of possibilities to convert 3D datasets into visual representa-
tions. The subgroup of illustrative visualization techniques, how-
ever, focuses specifically on learning from and/or being inspired
by centuries of experience of scientific illustration [Hod03]. Such
techniques aim to provide meaningful, expressive, and sometimes
simplified representations of a problem, a scene, or a situation. For
example, illustrative techniques can introduce deliberate abstraction
[VI18] to reduce visual disorder, allowing viewers to focus their

attention on one or more regions of interest in the visualization (e. g.,
Figure 1).

Illustrative visualization techniques are often applied to medi-
cal applications and the generation of textbook material, but ap-
plications in the natural sciences and engineering have also been
discussed. However, while the previous definition of illustrative visu-
alization [RBGV08] related it to traditional fine arts, it lacked a clear
distinction from the general field of visualization. We thus begin our
discussion by proposing a definition, based on past discussions of
its goals in the literature, that reinforces the unique characteristics
of the discussed sub field.

We then provide a structured overview of this subfield of visual-
ization by surveying the approaches that are considered to generate
illustrative visualizations. Our goal is to provide researchers and
practioners with a guide to select appropriate techniques for their
problem at hand. Yet, the field is still rather large and encompasses
many visualization methods. In this survey we thus focus on illus-

trative rendering techniques for 3D surface shapes. Specifically, we
contribute:

• a definition of illustrative visualization based on the literature,
• an overview of illustrative visualization concepts, and
• a discussion of open problems in illustrative visualization and a

perspective on future research directions.

Paper Selection. We searched for relevant papers to include in
this survey on the EG Digital Library, IEEE Xplore, and the ACM
digital library. Furthermore, we used Google Scholar to identify
additional research, in particular older papers. We looked for the
following keywords and combinations thereof: illustrative, NPR,
non-photorealistic rendering, silhouettes, contours, feature lines,
hatching, stippling, line drawings, focus and context, simplification,
abstraction, and low-level visualization.

Organization. In SECTION 2 we explain the concept of illustrative
visualization techniques and attempt a definition. In SECTION 3
we then provide the background that is necessary to implement the
surveyed illustrative visualization techniques. This section covers
the basics of differential geometry, its application to surface meshes,
and we discuss requirements that need to be fulfilled for most of
the rendering methods. In the following SECTION 4 we present
an overview of low-level illustrative visualization techniques. We
introduce the most commonly used rendering styles, ordered ac-
cording to their level of abstraction. Afterwards, in SECTION 5 we
describe evaluation techniques that exemplify how these illustration
techniques can be assessed and list typical application areas in SEC-
TION 6. Based on previous discussions, we then analyze the state of
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(a) Focus+context illustration [TIP05]. (b) Projection in the OR: liver with vessel [LLH17]. (c) Illustration in structural biology [LMAPV15].

(d) Illustration in archeology, including hybrid depiction [SMI99]. (e) Technical illustration [ND04].

Figure 1: Examples of the use of illustrative visualization techniques in various application contexts.

the art in SECTION 7 and outline unsolved problems and challenges
for future research. Finally, we conclude with a brief summary in
SECTION 8. This survey is an extension of parts of the PhD thesis
by Lawonn [Law14].

2. Concept of Illustrative Visualization and Survey Scope

Visualization is a method to “convey salient information about
[...] data” by means of visual encoding [HJ05], ultimately to “am-
plify cognition” [CMS99]. Over the past decades, visualization
researchers have been successful in finding numerous ways to effec-
tively represent data aspects visually in a wide variety of application
domains. The field of visualization shares, however, the goal of the
communication of information and insights about complex phenom-
ena with the field of traditional illustration. Consequently, as the
necessary computational and representational tools were developed
within computer graphics,† visualization researchers took inspira-
tion from traditional illustration to be able to generate illustrative
visualizations [BCP∗12, Ise15, Ise16, LM02, RBGV08, VHE10].

In addition to this inspiration from the traditional craft, illus-
trative visualization is characterized by abstraction and simplifica-
tion [BHI∗05, Ise16, LMP13, LP16, RBGV08, VHE10, VI18], by
emphasizing the important/relevant and suppression of the con-
text [BHI∗05, LMP13], thus leading to clearer [BCP∗12], more

† Specifically as part of the computer graphics sub-field of non-photoreali-
stic rendering [GG01, SS02, KCWI13, RC13].

expressive [BCP∗12, LP16, LM02, VHE10] depiction, and conse-
quently more effective visualization [RBGV08, VHE10]. Thus, it
allows visualization creators to use more visual variables [Ise15]and
several layers of information [Ise15, Ise16], reduces clutter and oc-
clusion [BCP∗12], and improves the perception of shape and depth
[BCP∗12,Ise15,PBC∗16]. It thus also relies on insights from percep-
tion and cognition [BHI∗05,VHE10], ultimately to show the relevant
information [BHI∗05], to improve the way people understand what
they see [BCP∗12, HWR∗10, LP16], explore data [BCP∗12, Ise16],
gain knowledge from the visualization [BCP∗12,Ise16,VHE10], and
communicate insights from data exploration [Ise16, VHE10]. Based
on these notions, we can thus provide the following definition:

Definition 1 An illustrative visualization is a visualization technique
for measured, simulated, and modeled data that—inspired by tra-
ditional illustration—uses established illustration principles such
as abstraction and emphasis, layered organization, dedicated use of
multiple visual variables, or the support of perception of depth and
shape—with the goal to create more effective, more understandable,
and/or more communicative data representations than is possible
with other visualization techniques.

Nonetheless, the question remains whether illustrative visualiza-
tion is a “new technology,” or simply a “tautology” [RBGV08] since
it is simply a characteristic of ‘good visualization’—after all, its
goals and approaches are arguably shared with many if not most
visualization techniques. Rautek et al. [RBGV08] thus answer that
it is the latter, arguing that illustrative visualization will ultimately
be an aspect of virtually all visualization work. While we generally
agree with this notion, we still point out that seeing illustrative visu-
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alization as only a “useless tautology” [RBGV08] is selling it short.
The focus on a dedicated reflection of principles that have long
been established in traditional visualization and the exploration of
how they are best applied to visualizations of “real” data embedded
in a problem-solving situation allows illustrative visualization to
ultimately advance the field of visualization as a whole.

It is thus essential to understand the state of the art of the field.
Several surveys have already summarized the research for sub-
domains of visualization including flow visualization [BCP∗12]
and the visualization of brain connectivity [Ise15], provided a gen-
eral tutorial [VGH∗05], as well as recently reflected in general on
abstraction [VI18]. In this state-of-the-art report we instead focus
specifically on the rendering part for visualization of surface-based
data as it results, for example, from iso-suface extraction (e. g., in
physical simulations), from segmentation (e. g., in medical datasets),
or from dedicated surface models (e. g., in the visualization tech-
nical objects and processes). We thus describe, in particular, the
extraction and application of sparse line illustrations, surface-filling
marks, and illustrative surface shading.

3. Background

This section provides a brief discussion of discrete differential geom-
etry and other prerequisites. This background is necessary for many
of the illustrative rendering techniques of surface geometries and
allows the interested reader to look up the terms and principles that
are essential for successful implementations of the presented meth-
ods. We introduce basic terms and explain specific mathematical
concepts such as curvature and directional derivatives.

3.1. Discrete Differential Geometry

In this section, we provide an introduction on how the operators and
measures from continuous differential geometry can be adapted to
polygonal meshes. We use the following notation in the remainder of
this paper. Let M ⊂ IR3 be a triangulated surface mesh with vertices
i ∈V and its associated positions pi ∈ IR3, edges E = {(i, j) | i, j ∈
V}, and triangles T = {(i, j,k) |(i, j),( j,k),(k, i) ∈ E}. We write
ni as the normalized normal vector at vertex i. If nothing else is
mentioned, we refer to normal vectors at vertices. Furthermore,
N (i) denotes the neighbors of i such that (i, j) ∈ E holds for every
j ∈ N (i). Furthermore, if we use a triangle for calculation, we
always use this notation: given a triangle t = (i, j,k) with vertices
pi,p j,pk, its edges are defined as ei j = pi−p j.

3.1.1. Voronoi Area

Generally, the important discrete differential geometry measures can
be determined for every triangle. Afterwards, the question arises of
how to compute the measures for every vertex. Intuitively, one idea
is to use measures of the incident triangles and weight them based
on the underlying triangle. One way to weight them is by using the
Voronoi area. Given is a triangle t =(i, j,k), which is divided in three
regions Ri,R j,Rk with pi ∈Ri,p j ∈R j,pk ∈Rk. The regions are
called Voronoi regions, if for every point p inside the triangle and
p ∈Rm with m ∈ {i, j,k} follows that ‖p−pm‖ ≤ ‖p−p{i, j,k}\m‖.
The area of the Voronoi region can be computed according to Meyer

et al. [MDSB02] as:

At(i) =


‖e ji×eki‖

4 if triangle t is obtuse at pi
‖e ji×eki‖

8 if triangle t is obtuse
1
8

(
‖ei j‖2 · cot(e jk,eki)+‖eki‖2 · cot(ei j,e jk)

)
otherwise.

.

(1)

3.1.2. Normals

The normals can be calculated for every triangle as well as for every
vertex. For the triangle t = (i, j,k), the normal is the cross product
of the edges: nt =

e ji×eki
‖e ji×eki‖ . Note that it must be assured that the

orientation is consistent in the surface mesh. The normal for every
vertex can be obtained by a weighted accumulation on the incident
triangle normals:

n′i = ∑
t∈T, i∈t

ωtnt .

The natural choice to use ωt = 1 or ωt = area(t) leads to unexpected
behaviour in the shading. Alternatives are to use the Voronoi area
ωt = At(i) or the angle ωt = ∠(e ji,eki) which both work well. The

normal at i still needs to be normalized as follows: ni =
n′i
‖n′i‖

.

3.1.3. Discrete Curvature

The calculation of the principal curvature directions and their curva-
tures can be carried out by fitting higher-order polynomials to the
mesh [CP05,GI04] or by calculating the normal curvatures along the
edges and then estimating the shape operator [CS92,HS03,MDSB02,
PKS∗01,Tau95a]. We focus on another category of methods that esti-
mate the shape operator directly [ACSD∗03, CSM03, Rus04, HP11],
see also Váša et al. [VVP∗16] for an analysis of curvature estima-
tions. In this section, we provide the curvature estimation according
to Rusinkiewicz [Rus04]. First, we determine the shape operator
for every triangle and then for every vertex. We thus first need to
create an orthonormal basis for each triangle. Given the triangle
t = {i, j,k}, the basis (xt ,yt) is constructed by:

xt :=
ei j

‖ei j‖
, yt :=

xt × (ek j×xt)

‖xt × (ek j×xt)‖
. (2)

The property that the shape operator yields the change of the normal
in a certain direction leads to the following equation system:

S
(
〈xt ,em〉
〈yt ,em〉

)
=

(
〈xt ,nm〉
〈yt ,nm〉

)
, (3)

with m ∈ {(i, j),( j,k),(k, i)} and ni j = ni−n j. This approach re-
sults in an overdetermined system, which can be approximated by
the least square method. Next, we need to calculate S for each vertex
of the mesh. Given an orthonormal basis (xi,yi) for the vertex i, we
first rotate the basis (xt ,yt) of the incident triangle such that the
basis is coplanar with vertex’ basis. Given the shape operator in the

triangle basis St =

(
et ft
ft gt

)
, the matrix elements can be obtained

by multiplying a combination of the 2D basis vectors (1,0),(0,1)
from left and right, e.g., ft = (1 0)S

(0
1
)
. The matrix entries in the

new basis (xi,yi) are given by

ei =

(
〈xt ,xi〉
〈yt ,xi〉

)T
S
(
〈xt ,xi〉
〈yt ,xi〉

)
.
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The other entries are determined by analogous calculations. For
every incident triangle of a vertex, we thus re-express the shape
operator with the vertex’ basis. We then weight the shape operator
by the Voronoi area of its corresponding triangle and sum up the
shape operators. Finally, we divide the resulting shape operator by
the sum of the weights, yielding a shape operator for every vertex.
The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the shape operator are the
curvatures and principal curvature directions, respectively.

3.1.4. Discrete Gradient

In this section, we adapt the concept of the gradient to calculate it
on surface meshes. First, we start to determine the gradient for every
triangle and then we compute it for every vertex. First, we consider a
scalar field ϕ on the surface that gives a value for every vertex i: ϕ(i).
For simplification, we write ϕi := ϕ(i). The gradient of the triangle
t = {i, j,k} can now be determined by either constructing a basis for
t and then building a linearized 2D scalarfield that coincides with
ϕi,ϕ j,ϕk at the position of the vertices according to the basis. The
scalar field’s gradient can then be calculated in a straightforward
way to yield a 3D vector in IR3 on the triangle:

∇ϕt = (ϕ j−ϕi)
(p j−pi)

⊥

2A4
+(ϕk−ϕi)

(pk−pi)
⊥

2A4
, (4)

where A4 denotes the area of the triangle and ⊥ stands for a coun-
ter-clockwise rotation by 90◦ in the triangle plane, see Botsch et
al. [BKP∗10]. The gradient per vertex is determined by transforming
the basis of incident triangles to the basis of the vertex tangent space.
Then, the gradients are weighted according to the Voronoi area of
the associated vertices. Finally, the accumulated vector is divided
by the sum of weights, recall Section 3.1.3.

3.1.5. Discrete Laplace-Beltrami Operator

The Laplace-Beltrami operator is required for a particular feature
line method, i. e., Laplacian Lines, and we thus briefly introduce
it next. For a more comprehensive overview of discrete Laplace-
Beltrami operators which are commonly used in graphics, however,
we refer to Sorkine’s [Sor05] and Patané’s [Pat16] state of the art
reports. In general, the Laplace-Beltrami operator of a scalar field ϕ

on surface meshes can be written by:

∆ϕi = ∑
j

wi j

(
ϕ j−ϕi

)
. (5)

Different weights lead to different Laplace operators [WMKG07].
For the most part, the weights only operate on the neighbors. In the
following, we introduce the commonly used weights.

Combinatorial: The combinatorial Laplace-Beltrami operator is
determined by:

wi j =

{
1, if (i, j) ∈ E
0, otherwise.

Uniform: Taubin [Tau95b] proposed the uniform Laplace-Beltrami
operator whose weights are determined by pi’s neighbor count:

wi j =

{
1

N (i) , if (i, j) ∈ E

0, otherwise.

Floater’s mean value: Floater [Flo03] suggested to use the mean
value as a weight:

wi j =

{ tan(δi j/2)+tan(γi j/2)
‖pi−p j‖ , if (i, j) ∈ E

0, otherwise.

Cotangent weights: MacNeal [Mac49] proposed to use an average
of cotangents as a weight:

wi j =

{
cot(αi j)+cot(β ji)

2 , if (i, j) ∈ E
0, otherwise.

Belkin weights: Belkin [BSW08] determined the weights over the
whole surface:

∆ϕi =
1

4πh2(pi)
∑
4k

A(4k)

3 ∑
j∈4k

e−
‖pi−p j‖2

4h(pi)
(

ϕ j−ϕi

)
,

where A(4k) denotes the area of the triangle4k and h corresponds
intuitively to the size of the neighborhood.

3.2. Isolines on Surface Meshes

For feature lines, an important category of illustrative visualization
techniques (see Section 4.2), it is usually necessary to extract lines
from an underlying scalar field on the surface mesh. The location of
the lines are given by the zero-crossing of the scalar field ϕ , i.e., the
loci of points p with ϕ(p) = 0. To obtain a more tessellation-inde-
pendent result, it is essential to not restrict the lines to the mesh’s
edges. Instead the lines should be drawn such that they can also
intersect a triangle. This can be achieved by checking, for every
triangle, the sign of the scalar field with respect to the corresponding
vertices [HZ00]. If only one sign is positive (and the rest is negative)
or only one sign is negative (and the rest is positive) then a zero-
crossing inside the triangle occurs. First, we determine the position
of the zero-crossing on the two edges and then we connect them
with a line. Let ϕi be the value at vertex i, which is the only one
that is negative (or positive). The zero-crossing on the edge ei j is
determined by first determining α for which ϕi +α(ϕ j−ϕi) = 0
is fulfilled: α = ϕi

ϕi−ϕ j
and then plugging this into pi +α(p j−pi),

which yields the position on the edge:

p′ = pi +
ϕi

ϕi−ϕ j
(p j−pi) (6)

where the zero-crossing occurs. An analogous calculation can be
carried out on the other edge, and then both points are connected.

3.3. General Requirements for Illustrative Visualization

The illustrative visualization of surface meshes leads to several
crucial requirements that need to be met to achieve the high-quality
results typically expected from illustration-like visuals. In particular,
the following requirements need to be fulfilled: smoothing meshes,
robustness, filtering the result, and frame-coherent behavior.

Smoothing. Most illustrative visualization techniques use higher-
order derivatives, such as gradient calculation or curvature esti-
mation, thus most techniques require sufficiently smooth surface
meshes. This property cannot be expected if the used data were
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Silhouettes & Contours Feature Lines Hatching Stippling Shading

Figure 2: The different illustrative rendering styles that are presented in this paper. From left to right: silhouettes and contours (Section 4.1),
feature lines (Section 4.2), hatching (Section 4.3), stippling (Section 4.4), and shading (Section 4.5).

acquired by a laser scanner or tomographic devices, such as in-
dustrial or medical CT. A smoothing algorithm to address these
issues should thus keep prominent surface features, but suppress
insignificant details [SCBW14, WYP∗15, ZDZ∗15].

Robustness. The result of the visualization technique should not
significantly depend on the triangulation or tessellation quality of
the surface mesh. The result should also not deviate significantly if
the number of triangles is strongly reduced, as it is often necessary
to achieve faster computation times.

Refinement. Even smoothing the surface may lead to annoying
or distracting illustrative visualization results, due to small local
irregularities such as noise. One possibility to restrict unwanted
results is to give the user the possibility to change the result manually.
User-defined thresholds may be a way to control the outcome, if
the illustrative visualization technique comes with a quantitative
measure that influences the result. Another possibility may be to let
the user directly change the result by drawing on the surface or to
change a parameter, which influences the result locally. In essence,
it is crucial to give the user opportunities to directly or indirectly
affect the visualization result.

Frame Coherence. Illustrative visualization techniques need to be
frame-coherent because the resulting visualizations are typically
explored in interactive contexts. This means that user interactions
with the surface mesh (e. g., rotations, zooming, etc.) must not lead
to sudden changes of the visual representation because these can be
annoying and can disrupt the analysis. The appearance should be
constant or changes should be introduced in a smooth manner, both
during an interaction or in an animation.

4. Low-level Illustrative Visualization Techniques

Many of the fundamental principles discussed in Section 2 that are
essential for illustrative visualization can be realized by applying
one or more from a number of low-level techniques. These low-
level illustrative visualization techniques include the creation of
sparse line drawings based on silhouettes and contours (Section 4.1)
and feature lines (Section 4.2), the use of marks on the surface
including hatching (Section 4.3) and stippling (Section 4.4), and the
application of illustrative shading methods (Section 4.5); Figure 2

shows a schematic illustration of these different class of approaches.
They are based on different degrees of abstraction and we discuss
them in this section, beginning with those that introduce the largest
amount of abstraction and ending with the ones with less abstraction.
At the end of the discussion of all technical approaches we provide
a classification of the mentioned approaches in Figure 10 to which
we also refer throughout this section.

4.1. Silhouettes and Contours

Silhouettes, (occluding) contours, and feature lines (for the latter
see Section 4.2) are part of the group of sparse line drawings.‡

They restrict the depiction to only a few lines that can potentially be
stylized and have been used for centuries in illustrations.

4.1.1. Silhouette and Contour Detection

Among the lines that are used for sparse line drawings, the silhouette
is defined as the illustration of an object’s outline, i. e., the border of
the object to the background. This definition can be traced back to
Étienne de Silhouette, the finance minister of the French king Louis
XV, who is often connected to the paper-cut shadow profile portraits
which were popular at his time. The contour (of a completely smooth
object), on the other hand, is defined as the loci of all the points
for which the normal vector n and the view vector v are mutually
perpendicular:

〈n,v〉= 0. (7)

This contour is a very important cue for the understanding of a
shape’s surface. For example, perceptual studies [Mar76] confirmed
that the first stage of visual perception includes the detection of the
contours. Because the contour, at the same time, does not provide
information about the shape of the surface itself, it provides a strong
abstraction of a shape—yet one that can typically still be recognized.

Techniques for the detection and illustration of contours can
roughly be divided into three categories [Her99, IFH∗03]:

• image-based techniques,

‡ A general overview of sparse line drawings is provided by Rusinkiewicz
et al. [RCDF08], the state of the art reports by Hertzmann [Her99], Isenberg
et al. [IFH∗03], Li et al. [LZL∗12], and DeCarlo [DeC12], and a discussion
of the advantages of stylization by Al-Rousan et al. [ARSK15].
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(a) [DC90] (b) [RvE92] (c) [BLC∗12]

Figure 3: Contour examples with varying styles.

• object-based techniques, and
• hybrid techniques;

see the examples in Figure 3 and a summary of existing techniques
in Figure 10 which also includes approaches not mentioned in the
text. The first among them, image-based algorithms, detect disconti-
nuities of the pixel values, i. e., they operate on the rendered image
in the view plane. Some techniques also make use of the z-buffer
to find relevant discontinuities [ST90, MBC02]. Object-based meth-
ods, on the other hand, employ the geometry with their primitives,
e. g., triangles and vertices, and use the 3D coordinates as well as
additional information such as the normals to detect contours. It
is important to note that these object-based approaches, unlike the
other two groups, also need a dedicated processing of the visibility
of the resulting contours [IFH∗03]. By using the surface mesh, the
contours can be generated as a geometrical object. The generated
object can then be further processed for additional stylization or
information [HSC12,LLPH15]. Hybrid methods combine aspects of
both approaches, e. g., by first performing operations on the object
space and then using image-space operations [Rus89, RvE92], see
Figure 3(b), or plain rendering [GSG∗99].

For surface-based illustrative visualization, the state of the art is
the extraction of a sequence of edges that represent the contours to
facilitate further stylization. Initially, this sequence was extracted
as those edges from the surface mesh for which the sign of the dot
product between the view vector and the normals of the incident
triangle normals changes [Her99], which unfortunately leads to
artifacts [IHS02]. Hertzmann and Zorin [HZ00] thus interpreted
the surface mesh as the approximation of a smooth surface and
extracted the sub-polygon approximation of the smooth surface’s
contour by detecting zero-crossings of the dot product between the
interpolated vertex normals and the view vector, and then connecting
these zero-crossings across the triangles of the mesh. This process is
just as fast as the mesh-based edges, but leads to strokes with much
higher quality. A process for the correct computation of the contour
based on these sub-polygon contours exists as well [BHK14], but it
currently does not facilitate computation at interactive frame rates.

4.1.2. Stylizing Silhouettes and Contours

Pioneering work for the use of stylization was done by Appel
[App67] as well as Dooley and Cohen [DC90]. In particular, they

derived the visibility of lines and then applied various line styles
to encode spatial relations. Dooley and Cohen, for instance, illus-
trated hidden lines as dashed lines, as shown in Figure 3(a). This
general concept was later replicated and realized numerous times;
e. g., by Saito and Takahashi [ST90] (for image-based line extrac-
tion), Strothotte et al. [SPR∗94], Markosian et al. [MKG∗97], and
Gooch et al. [GSG∗99]—all focusing on slightly different aspects
and different line styles.

Generally, the stylization (for both artistic and illustrative pur-
poses) requires the existence of object-based line strokes for which
the visibility and other properties have been established. To sim-
plify the stylization process, Grabli et al. [GTDS04, GTDS10] and
Isenberg and Brennecke [IB06] conceived approaches to system-
atically capture, process, and finally render the styles based on
different stylization schemes, scene properties, and the applica-
tion domain. Inspired by hardware-assisted rendering, Grabli et
al. [GTDS04, GTDS10] used programmable style sheets, and their
FreeStyle system (http://freestyle.sourceforge.net/) is
now available as part of the Blender rendering suite. Isenberg and
Brennecke [IB06], on the other hand, generalized the concept of
G-buffers [ST90] to be applied as G-strokes to line-based rendering.

Beyond the technical realization of stroke stylization, authors
have also addressed stylistic problems. In particular, it is essen-
tial for illustrators to be able to apply stylization locally, without
being restricted to an existing object segmentation and/or hierar-
chy. For this purpose, Neumann et al. [NIC07] as well as Cardona
and Saito [CS15] combine object-space and image-space methods
to allow illustrators to interactively apply local stroke stylization,
for example, for technical and medical illustrative visualization
(e. g., [NIC07]). A similar local stroke stylization can also be auto-
matically guided by illumination or artistic constraints to achieve
a better illustration style. For example, Isenberg et al. [IMS00]
use illumination and semantics to change the style locally. Good-
win et al. [GVH07] and Chen et al. [CZLX15] derive stylization
rules by being inspired by artworks and illustrations. Finally, for
interactive visualizations it is essential that the stylization remains
frame-coherent. For this purpose, Kalnins et al. [KDMF03], Bé-
nard et al. [BCGF10, BLC∗12], and Lou et al. [LWM15] describe
ways to ensure that no sudden changes are introduced by the stroke
parameterization or the style, see Figure 3(c).
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(a) Shading (b) [DFRS03] (c) [DR07] (d) [IFP95] (e) [JDA07] (f) [XHT∗07] (g) [KST08] (h) [ZHX∗11]

Figure 4: This overview shows the different feature lines techniques applied to the Max Planck model. From left to right: shading, suggestive
contours, suggestive highlights, ridges and valley, apparent ridges, photic extremum lines, demarcating curves, and Laplacian lines.

4.2. Feature Lines

In addition to silhouettes and contours, sparse line illustrations also
comprise feature lines—lines that characterize particular features
on the surface of the object that are not necessarily characterized
by (potential) changes in visibility [LP16]. These feature lines are
similarly important to convey the shape of the depicted objects
and are typically placed in regions where discontinuities occur. For
example, strong changes of curvature or a strong increase of the
illumination values may warrant the use of feature lines. In general,
feature lines can be divided in two main classes:

• view-independent feature lines

– illumination-independent
– illumination-dependent

• view-dependent feature lines.

See Figure 4 for an overview of the most commonly used feature
line techniques.

View-independent feature lines are determined based on fea-
tures derived from surface information (independent from the ori-
entation and location of the surface) or from light sources. Thus,
this category can be further divided into illumination-independent
and illumination-dependent techniques. The advantage of the
illumination-independent lines over the illumination-dependent
or the view-dependent lines is that they can typically be com-
puted in a pre-processing stage and only their visibility has to
be determined at run-time, which makes the overall computa-
tion faster. View-dependent and illumination-dependent feature
lines, in contrast, have the advantage that they can be more sta-
bly computed and are derived based on the features that are
perceived by a viewer from a certain vantage point, thus mak-
ing them generally the accepted choice for sparse line drawings
[DFRS03, JDA07, CGL∗08, LBSP14, BLSP15, LP16]. Only for ob-
jects with mathematically ideal features (e. g., illustrative visualiza-
tions of technical models) do the two classes produce equivalent
output [PBC∗16], which makes the use of view-independent lines a
better choice in this case.

4.2.1. View- and Illumination-Independent Feature Lines

Crease Lines. To detect such feature lines one can use a definition
inspired by that for contours: instead of looking at the set of points

where 〈n,v〉 = 0 holds, the algorithm for crease lines looks for
edges where the dihedral angle, i. e., the angle between two incident
triangles, exceeds a user-defined threshold:

〈nt ,nt ′〉 ≥ τ, (8)

where nt ,nt ′ are the normals of neighbored triangles and τ is the
user-defined threshold. The value τ = cosα denotes the cosine
of the dihedral angle which should be exceeded to display the
edge. This method, however, can only detect features in the sur-
face mesh if they are characterized by large angles between adja-
cent triangles—features on smooth surfaces that are represented by
highly-tessellated meshes cannot be found. Moreover, it is difficult
or often impossible to find a well-suited angle α that leads to an
adequate set of feature lines, even for a single mesh. For example,
for meshes with strong as well as small features this method may
not be able to depict both features, especially if the mesh suffers
from noise.

Ridges and Valleys. A more stable approach is thus to treat meshes
as approximations of smooth surfaces and then to derive features
based on properties of these smooth surfaces, in particular based on
the local curvature. Interrante et al. [IFP95] described such ridges
and valleys (RV) for volume data, an approach that was later adapted
to surface meshes by Ohtake et al. [OBS04]. The definition of ridges
and valleys is based on local curvature values with |κ1| ≥ |κ2| and
the principal curvature direction k1 which corresponds to κ1. The
ridges and valleys are then defined as the loci of points where the
directional derivative of the curvature κ1 in direction of the principal
curvature direction k1 reaches an extremum:

Dk1 κ1 = 0. (9)

Depending on the extremum and the sign of the curvature, ridges
and a valleys are distinguished: according to two constraints, the
sets of points are called

Dk1 Dk1 κ1

{
< 0, and κ1 > 0: ridges
> 0, and κ1 < 0: valleys.

(10)

Intuitively, one can think of a plane that cuts the surface along the
principal curvature direction and looks for an extremum with respect
to the curvature. The point with the local highest curvature value is
then defined as a ridge or valley point. To filter the lines, which may
occur at noisy regions, a user-defined threshold is employed. For
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every connected series of lines, an integral can be used to measure
the curvature along the line. The line is drawn if the magnitude of
the integral surpasses the user-defined threshold, otherwise it is dis-
carded. Because the ridge and valley lines are 3rd order derivatives,
however, this method is susceptible to noise and requires a smooth
mesh. Small discontinuities may lead to erroneous results of the
derivatives, thus resulting in visually unpleasant results. The ridges
and valleys are, nevertheless, of good quality if the mesh has strong
features and is guaranteed to be smooth.

Several approaches to extract salient features similar to ridge and
valley lines exist. Watanabe and Belyaev [WB01], for example, use
an approximation of the mean curvature, a non-linear averaging of
the curvature maps, a histogram-based curvature extrema filtering,
and a skeletonization procedure. They used a simplification to deter-
mine salient curvature extrema triangles. This approach was later
improved to a fully automatic approach by Belyaev and Anoshk-
ina [BA05]. Their method consists of two steps: first, a smoothing of
normals with a non-linear diffusion filter and second, an application
of a Canny-like non-maximum suppression using a hysteresis thresh-
old operation. Finally, Yoshizawa et al. [YBS05,YBYS07,YBYS08]
presented various techniques to detect robust ridge and valley lines
on surface meshes based on a better estimation of the shape operator,
yielding more reliable curvature measures.

Demarcating Curves. Kolomenkin et al. [KST08] defined demar-
cating curves (DEM) as points of maximum curvature derivative:

〈w,Sw〉= 0 with w = arg max
‖v‖=1

Dvκ. (11)

S is the shape operator and κ the curvature along the direction v. The
direction w that satisfies this property can analytically be determined
as the root of a 3rd order polynomial, but is consequently susceptible
to noise. This noise, however, can be reduced by discarding line
parts where the curvature derivative in the gradient direction is lower
than a user-defined threshold.

Relief Edges. Kolomenkin et al. [KST09] presented another ap-
proach to detect characteristic lines. They assume that the surface
mesh consists of a (smooth) base mesh with a height field. The relief
edges are then defined as the edge of the height field. The height
field of a surface S can locally be expressed as

S(p) =
1
2
〈p,Sp〉+ 1

2
C(p,p,p), (12)

where C denotes a 2 × 2 × 2 rank-3 tensor defined as C :=
(DuS DvS). A smooth step edge function E:

E(θ ,α,u,v) =
1
6

α(ucos(θ)+ vsin(θ))3, (13)

is fitted to the height field S with the local coordinates u,v and the
edge intensity α . Relief edges are then defined as

〈w,Sw〉= 0 with (θ ,α) = argmin
∫
(E−S)2

ρ dρdω, (14)

where w = (cos(θ̂),sin(θ̂)). Note that we write θ as the minimiza-
tion argument, but used θ̂ as the solution. We simplified the condi-
tion for a relief edge; Kolomenkin et al. [KST09] describe a detailed
derivation of the relationship between θ and θ̂ . Similar to the de-
marcating curves, this approach uses 3rd order derivatives.

4.2.2. View-Independent, Illumination-Dependent Features

Photic Extremum Lines. While all previously described feature
lines are based on discontinuities of the surface mesh, photic ex-
tremum lines (PELs) [XHT∗07] analyze discontinuities in the illu-
mination. These feature lines are motivated by the importance of
illumination as a shape cue or visibility and are thus based on the
shading of the surface. PELs lines are defined as those locations
where the variations of the shading reaches a maximum based on
Lambertian reflectance f := 〈n, l〉, with n being the normal and l
being the light vector (equivalent to the view vector v for headlight
setups). Using the light gradient w = ∇ f

‖∇ f‖ PELs are then defined
as:

Dw‖∇ f‖= 0 and DwDw‖∇ f‖< 0. (15)

In this case, the PELs only depend on a single light source and
the result can be improved by adding additional light sources. For
example, additional local light sources can reduce erroneous lines
in noisy regions. Similar to ridges and valleys, the filtering is done
by measuring the strength of the integral along a line with respect to
the magnitude of the light gradient. A line is drawn if the integral
exceeds the user-defined threshold, otherwise it is discarded. Zhang
et al. [ZHS10] later improved the computation of PELs to achieve
real-time rendering. While the computation of the PELs also relies
on 3rd order derivatives, it is only necessary to smooth the normals
to obtain reasonable results on noisy surfaces. Later, the PELs were
extended such that it can be applied to volume rendering [RMC11].

Lines via Abstracted Shading. The line generator (LAS) pro-
posed by Lee et al. [LMLH07] determines view-dependent regions
around potential ridge and valley lines and is based on two passes.
The first pass computes the shading, for example based on Lam-
bertian reflectance f := 〈n, l〉. The second pass then identifies im-
age pixels that form ridges and valleys of the image intensities
due to the shading. The authors fit a second-degree polynomial
f (x,y) = a0x2 +2a1xy+a2y2 +a3x+a4y+a5 to the shading val-
ues at each fragment. In practice, they use nine (image-independent)
sample points (xi,yi), arrange them in a 3×3 grid, and construct the
matrix X which is made up of the rows (x2

i 2xiyi y2
i xi yi 1). The

matrix H = (XT X)−1XT can then be calculated as a pre-processing
step. At run-time, the authors determine the matrix A = HT where
T is a matrix that consists of the shading values of the sample points.
The matrix A yields the coefficients of the fitted second-degree
polynomial. Then, the function f can be written as a quadratic form:

Q(x) = (x− c)T
(

a0 a1
a1 a2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

M

(x− c) , with (16)

c =−1
2

M−1(a3 a4)
T . (17)

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix M serve as prin-
cipal curvatures and principal curvature directions on the image.
Abstracted shading lines are then defined as the curve through c in
direction of the lower curvature value. As such, with a headlight
lighting setup, the line generator extracts pixels that contribute to
contours and will, in part, reproduce the suggestive contours genera-
tor. Through the use of different lighting, however, the visualization
designer has the freedom to define where the lines will depict more
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or less detail. As an image-based technique, the second pass au-
tomatically handles the depicted level of detail. Interestingly, in
contrast to other feature line approaches the lines are not identified
as zero-crossings. Therefore, this method uses first order derivatives,
but if the principles curvatures and the directions were determined
by the Hessian matrix on the shaded image and the ridge and valley
line were determined as isolines, the technique would be of third
order.

Laplacian Lines. The Laplacian lines (LL) were introduced by
Zhang et al. [ZHX∗11]. They determine the Laplacian of the Lam-
bertian reflectance f := 〈n,�〉 and then find the zero-crossings:

∆ f = 0 and ‖∇ f‖ ≥ τ, (18)

Noisy lines can be filtered with a user-defined threshold τ which
measures the magnitude of the light gradient. The Laplacian lines
are of third order, but similar to the PELs one can restrict the smooth-
ing to the normals to get a better result for noisy surfaces. An advan-
tage of this method is that, instead of determining the Laplacian of
the actual shading, it can be calculated on the normals: ∆ f = 〈∆n,v〉.
This yields a simplified pre-processing step and increases the frame
rates during the interaction.

Difference of Gaussians. Inspired by their use in image process-
ing [MH80], Zhang et al. [ZXY∗12] adapted the Difference of
Gaussians (DoG) concept to surface meshes for the depiction of
characteristic lines. Their main idea is to apply two different Gaus-
sian kernels Gσe ,Gσr to the illumination f := 〈n, l〉 of the surface.
They then obtain the final image by subtracting the smoothed illu-
mination results from each other, formally:

H( f ,σe,σr,τ) = Gσe( f )− τ ·Gσr ( f ). (19)

Zhang et al. define the Gaussian of the illumination as:

Gσ ( f )
∣∣
x =

1
2πσ

∫
f (y)exp

(
− ‖x−y‖

2σ2

)
dy. (20)

The strength of a feature line at a point is then defined as:

D =

{
1 if H > 0
1+ tanh(φH) otherwise,

(21)

where φ determines the sharpness of the rendered result and D deter-
mines the fragment’s color. Zhang et al. simplified the Gaussian with
Gσ ( f )

∣∣
x ≈ v(x) ·Gσ (n)

∣∣
x and used σe as the average edge length

and σr =
√

1.6σe. The computation of the Gaussians is, therefore,
just a pre-processing step. Zhang et al. also extended the difference
of Gaussians to an anisotropic version. Here, they determine a lo-
cal parametrization h(u,v) such that u points in direction of the
principal curvature direction k2 with |κ1| ≥ |κ2| being the minimal
absolute value and u being orthogonal to v. Then, they smooth the
normals along v, yielding a visually more pleasing result. In contrast
to other feature line approaches, the DoG method detects regions
rather than lines defined by zero-crossings. Due to the use of pre-
processing and the simple subtraction step, however, is this method
faster than the other approaches.

4.2.3. View-Dependent Feature Lines

In contrast to the view-independent lines, other feature lines are
computed based on the given viewing (and sometimes illumination)
conditions. Below we review the set of suggested line concepts.

Suggestive Contours. DeCarlo et al. [DFRS03] introduced sugges-
tive contours (SC) as the first view-dependent feature line method.
They describe features that are occluding contours in nearby view-
points, and that naturally extend occluding contours in the 2D view
plane. Two equivalent definitions exist: the first is based on the sur-
face normal n, the view vector v which points towards the camera,
and the projected view vector on the tangent space w = (Id−nnT )v.
Suggestive contours are then defined as those points where 〈n,v〉
reaches a minimum in direction of w:

Dw 〈n,v〉= 0 and DwDw 〈n,v〉> 0. (22)

Another definition is based on the radial curvature κr. Given the
principal curvature directions k1,k2 with curvatures κ1,κ2, the pro-
jected view vector w can be written as a linear combination of the
principal curvature directions w = αk1 +βk2. These coefficients
then yield the radial curvature κr = ακ1 +βκ2 and the suggestive
contours can be defined as the loci of points where

κr = 0 and Dwκr > 0. (23)

is fulfilled. Filtering can be applied based on a user-defined thresh-
old which tests if the radial curvature exceeds the given threshold.
Suggestive contours thus use 2nd order derivatives, making them
less susceptible to noise than lines based on 3rd order derivatives.

Several authors have adjusted and extended the concept to date.
For example, DeCarlo et al. [DFR04] themselves explored the real-
time computation of the lines, while McGuire and Hughes [MH04]
discussed a hardware-based implementation that also facilitates
line stylization. Jeong et al. [JNLM05] and Ni et al. [NJLM06]
have presented an approach controlling the depicted amount of line
detail by adjusting the underlying mesh in a progressive fashion
based on the current view. Goodwin et al. [GVH07] addressed line
stylization issues as mentioned above. Other authors have explored
the application of suggestive contours specifically to illustrative
visualization applications. For example, Burns et al. [BKR∗05]
demonstrated the computation for volumetric models as used in
medical visualization, while Lawonn et al. [LGP14] employed them
for vessel visualization.

Highlight Lines. DeCarlo and Rusinkiewicz [DR07] extended the
concept of suggestive contours and added two new classes of feature
lines, suggestive highlights and principal highlights (HL), that pro-
vide shape cues analogous to shading. The suggestive highlights are
defined as the loci of points where 〈n,v〉 reaches a positive maxima
in the direction of w:

κr = 0 and Dwκr < 0. (24)

Note that, in contrast to Eq. 23, this definition evaluates where
the second condition is negative. The principal highlights, on the
other hand, are defined as strong positive maxima of 〈n,v〉 in the
direction of w⊥ := n×w/‖n×w‖. For this purpose the authors
define the radial torsion τr as 〈S(w⊥),w〉 = τr‖w‖ and use the
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Table 1: Different feature line methods with their derivative order
and if the method is view-dependent, illumination-dependent, and if
the method can be applied to animated surfaces in real-time.

Name Order V.-dep. I.-dep. Anim.
Occluding Contours 1 yes no yes
Crease Lines 1 no no yes
Ridges & Valleys 3 no no no
Demarcating Curves 3 no no no
Relief Edges 3 no no no
Suggestive Contours 2 yes no yes
Highlight Lines 2 yes no yes
Apparent Ridges 3 yes no no
Photic Extremum Lines 3 no yes yes
L. Abstracted Shading 1 (3) no yes yes
Laplacian Lines 3 no yes no
Difference of Gaussian 3 no yes yes

principal curvature direction k1 with |κ1| ≥ |κ2| as follows:

〈k1,w〉= 0 and Dw⊥τr < 0. (25)

A user-defined threshold is then used to discard lines whose deriva-
tive is lower than this value. Like suggestive contours, suggestive
and principal highlights use 2nd order derivatives and are thus less
susceptible to noise than lines based on 3rd order processing.

Apparent Ridges. Judd et al. [JDA07] presented apparent ridges
(AR) as an extension to the ridges and valley concept that uses a
view-dependent curvature term. Formally, apparent ridges are the
loci of points at which the view-dependent curvature assumes an
extremum in the view direction:

Dt′κ
′ = 0 and Dt′Dt′κ

′ < 0. (26)

In this definition, the sign of κ ′ is always positive, and the authors
use the sign of curvature (defined on the mesh) to distinguish be-
tween ridges and valleys. A ridge occurs whenever Eq. 26 is fulfilled
and the curvature on the mesh is negative, while a valley is detected
if the curvature is positive. The view-dependent curvature is defined
by a projection operator P that maps points on the surface mesh to
the view plane. Then, κ ′ is defined as

κ
′ = max
‖P(x)‖=1

‖S(x)‖ (27)

and t′ is the corresponding vector. Like in the approaches discussed
before, the authors filter out undesired lines with a user-defined
threshold for the view-dependent curvature. Apparent ridges com-
bine the advantages of static ridge and valley lines with the bene-
fits of view-dependent features, depicting strong and thus salient
changes in the surface mesh as observed by the viewer/camera. Their
disadvantage is the use of 3rd order derivatives, which can lead to
cluttered/noisy results for insufficiently smooth meshes.

4.2.4. Sparse Lines Summary

The line concepts discussed in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2 dif-
fer in their specific characteristics, Table 1 provides an overview.

Occluding contours are essential for illustrative sparse line visual-
izations, while a good choice of feature lines is recommended—in
typical cases view-dependent ones. For most of these concepts,
the respective authors have demonstrated their suitability for illus-
trative visualization, for example suggestive contours for terrain
models [NJLM06], medical objects [JNLM05, NJLM06, LGP14],
biological illustrations [GVH07], and even medical volume scans
[BKR∗05], highlight lines for mathematical shapes [DR07], ap-
parent ridges for mechanical shapes and medical objects [JDA07],
photic extremum lines for mathematical shapes and volumetric
medical data [XHT∗07], abstracted shading for terrain visualiza-
tions [LMLH07], and Laplacian lines for medical and biological
surface models [ZHX∗11]. Other line concepts exist as well but,
such as Sousa and Prusinkiewicz’s [CSP03] approach, are often
geared more toward an artistic representations of shapes.

The specific choice of lines depends on the application and the
line properties. For example, some line concepts have noise issues
with non-smooth surfaces, which makes them less suited for sur-
faces that are directly derived from segmentations or 3D scans.
Other feature line methods cannot easily be applied to animated
and deforming objects because surface curvature and the curvature
derivatives cannot easily be computed in real-time for deforming
objects. To address this last issue, Kalogerakis et al. [KNS∗09] pre-
sented an approach that learns a mapping from a set of animation
parameters to surface curvatures for a deforming surface mesh. With
this model they are able to predict the changing curvatures as well
as their derivatives, based on which they derived a fast algorithm to
extract feature lines from deforming objects at runtime.

4.3. Hatching

Hatching is another category of line drawing visualization tech-
niques that is inspired by traditional illustration styles. In contrast to
sparse lines that are placed at prominent features, hatching consists
of a set of compound lines which cover larger parts of the surface to
convey a spatial impression on the surface. The hatching approaches
can generally be divided into three categories (see examples for
these classes in Figure 5: image-space, texture-space, and object-
space methods. These three classes have in common that, for most
of them, the hatching strokes are placed along the principal curva-
ture directions (PCDs). Early work has provided several arguments
for this choice [IFP96, GIHL00, SW04], in particular in the case of
visualization. They differ, however, in the specific domain/space in
which the hatching strokes are placed, with implications for their
use in illustrative visualization. In addition to using hatching on
surface meshes, it can also be applied to volume data; e. g., see the
work by van Pelt et al. [VPVVDW08].

4.3.1. Image-Space Hatching

As the name suggests, image-space hatching approaches operate
on the projection of the surface mesh. This is a natural approach
to hatching as the traditional technique was created by manually
drawing lines on a 2D image (e. g., see Dürer’s artwork). Image-
space approaches can again be roughly categorized into three classes
based on how they compute the hatching strokes: texture projection,
streamline calculation, and line integral convolution.
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(a) [HZ00] (b) [RHD∗06] (c) [GI13]

Figure 5: Three hatching examples, (a) as an image-based hatching, (b) as a texture-based hatching, and (c) as an object-based hatching.

Texture Projection. This first class uses dedicated hatching tex-
tures for rendering the shapes. These textures are defined in the 2D
image plane and are either aligned with a fixed direction depending
on the view [LMHB00] or are aligned with the principle curvature
directions [LKL06, KYYL08]. This class of hatching methods thus
relies on an image-plane mask that ensures that the area of the sur-
face mesh is filled with the hatching texture. While this general
approach facilitates an easy implementation and is fast to compute
(even for animated shapes in a frame-coherent manner [KYYL08]),
it can lead to the shower door effect. This effect results in strokes
being perceived as if they were connected to the image plane and not
to the object itself, which leads to distraction which is not suitable
for most interactive visualization applications.

Streamline Calculation. The approaches in this class generate
hatching strokes by tracing streamlines along the PCD (or other
directional properties such as gradients of properties such as illu-
mination or depth [LUS13, LUS14]) in the image plane. Typically,
these fields are first computed in object space and then projected
into image space [HZ00, RK00]. In principle, the method starts by
defining seed positions and then applying the streamline calculation
using a Euler scheme along the PCD to derive the hatching strokes.
To deal with the noise in the PCDs, this approach can use a segmen-
tation of the PCD buffer into regions with homogeneous principal
direction fields [RK00] or by smoothing the direction field before
the integration of strokes [HZ00]. The resulting strokes can then be
stylized, for instance based on illumination, while cross-hatching
can be used for particularly dark regions (e. g., [HZ00]). Essential
for this class of methods is the seed point placement [LUS13] as
each stroke is derived independent from the ones already placed.
The seeding is important, in particular, for animations to avoid the
shower door effect by ensuring that the seed points stay locked with
respect to their initial positions on the 3D surface [LUS14]. Because
each stroke is independent, they can still come close or even over-
lap, even for a good set of seed points. This issue can, however, be
addressed by ensuring that strokes only have limited influence, for
example using Lichtenberg et al.’s [LSHL16] stroke regions that
are maintained for each seed. Alternatively, the seeds are placed
iteratively such that a new seed is placed at a given distance from a
previous hatching stroke and the stroke is stopped when it comes too

close to an already existing line [HZ00]. The result of this approach
is typically visually pleasing (e. g., Figure 5(a)), partially because it
resembles the manual hatching process.

Line Integral Convolution. Another approach to address the issue
of close lines is to use line integral convolution (LIC) which was
initially conceived for 2D vector field visualization [CL93, SH95].
In contrast to streamline computation, the LIC method uses an
underlying noise field to generate lines in form of shaded pixels.
Different noise fields can be used, for example based on shading,
color, or features [KYM12]. This method is also not reduced to
using the PCDs as the primary directions for the strokes but can also
use other directions such as tangents of isocurves of view-depen-
dent features, tangents of isophote curves [Min13, Min15], or light
gradients [LKEP14]. While the LIC approach produces generally
hatching-like images that can convey shape, the resulting images
only exist in form of pixels and are not as similar to the traditional
illustration style as the results from the streamline-based approach.

4.3.2. Texture-space Hatching

Texture-space hatching approaches rely on special textures which
encode the hatching style. These textures are attached to the 3D
surface mesh of the visualized object and then rendered using the
traditional graphics pipeline. Brightness variations and the use of
single and cross hatching is possible. This approach has the ad-
vantage that no shower door effect is created and it results in the
impression of an illuminated surface that is illustrated by hatching.
Two different techniques exist to parametrize the texture mapping,
either classified as local or as global, as we explain next.

Local Parametrization. A local parametrization maps a region on
the surface to a 2D coordinate system, and vice versa. The local
parametrization may include a region consisting of several triangles,
where the number of neighbored triangles depends on the variation
of the curvature [PHWF01] or it may just include a fixed number
of neighbors [SBB13]. Praun et al. [PHWF01] presented an inter-
active hatching approach in which they interactively control the
viewing and lighting conditions in a frame-coherent manner. In a
pre-processing step, they create hatching textures by starting with a
stroke and create several instances of it. The creation of these Tonal
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Art Maps comprises textures that vary in both tone and resolution.
They impose a nesting property, i. e., hatching textures in one im-
age appear in all the finer-resolution images and all the darker-tone
images of the same shape. At run-time, a subset of the textures is
selected. These textures are then blended together and finally ap-
plied to the mesh surface. The projection is based on the work by
Praun et al. [PFH00] which cuts patches from an example image.
Then, each patch is repeatedly pasted in random places onto the
surface until it is completely covered. A direction field is needed
to cover the patches onto the surface mesh because the hatching
strokes have a certain direction. This direction field consists of the
principal curvature direction with the maximal absolute curvature
value. Webb et al. [WPFH02] extended Praun et al.’s [PHWF01]
work and introduced Volume Tonal Art Maps to enhance the control
of tone and the use of colors. Instead of using a set of textures to
control the brightness, they used a volume texture that allows a finer
transition in case of a change of the illumination. Another extension
of Praun et al.’s [PHWF01] work was introduced by Gasteiger et
al. [GTBP08] who used a hatching method for anatomical meshes
which were derived from clinical volume datasets. Their main con-
tribution is to add the model-based preferential directions of the
underlying anatomical structures. A real-time hatching on large
scenes was proposed by Suarez et al. [SBB13]. In their approach
the stroke direction depends on the curvature direction as well as on
the light direction. The triangle adjacency is employed to guarantee
the coherence of strokes on the surface mesh. Later, they extended
their approach [SBB17] and presented a hatching scheme that can
be applied on surface meshes with an associated texture. Different
hatching patterns are generated based on the surface mesh’s texture,
which also vary in their tone. The resulting textures are stored in a
multi-resolution tonal art map. In addition, different shading types
are possible including regular shadows, soft/cast shadows, and self-
shadowing. Moreover, Suarez et al.’s algorithm works on static as
well as on animated surface meshes.

Global Parametrization. A global parametrization assumes a bi-
jective map from every vertex on the surface mesh to a 2D coordinate
system. The calculation of a global parametrization, however, is a
challenging task as a good parametrization should preserve angles
and areas. Such a parametrization does not exist in general, thus
several methods exist that find an approximate solution [FH05]. For
example, Ritter et al. [RHD∗06] presented a hatching technique for
vascular surfaces, see Figure 5(b). They first acquire the surface
meshes including a segmentation of the CT/MR volume data with
the underlying skeleton structures. Based on the skeleton and the
distances from the centerline to the surface, they then create texture
coordinates. These texture coordinates are then used for the hatching
by, in a fragment shader, identifying the coordinate for which the
fragment needs to be black. Their hatching scheme was used to
illustrate the distance of the camera to the surface, the distance of a
lesion to the surface, and to encode distance-encoded shadows. In
contrast, Szécsi et al. [SSK16] provided a hybrid hatching solution
by introducing Tonal Art Maps with Image Space Strokes (TAMISS).
First, they assign every stroke of a tonal art map a unique ID. Then,
they fit a curve on each fragment that shares the same ID. Finally,
these curves are extruded to image-space stylized strokes.

4.3.3. Object-space Hatching

Object-space hatching relies on explicit line primitives on the 3D
surface. The lines are seeded on the surface mesh and are then traced
along a direction field, typically the PCDs. Because this processing
is independent of the later projection into image space (as the final
visualization is generated), it generally cannot guarantee a minimum
distance between two strokes and have to use dedicated treatment
to address cases where lines end up too close to each other. The
advantage of object-space hatching is, however, that it inherently
supports the interactive exploration of the depicted objects. These
approaches thus avoid a re-computation of the hatching lines at
run-time and do not exhibit any visual animation artifacts that arise
in image-space approaches from the 2D character of lines.

Elber [Elb99] first presented an object-based approach for
freeform surfaces. He uniformly distributed points on the surface,
integrated lines along inherent direction fields such as the parametric
directions or isophote directions, and parameterized the lines accord-
ing to illumination and surface properties. Elber and Cohen [EC06]
later also explored PCDs and the parametrization according to a
contour-based notion of visual importance. This general approach
has also been applied to surface meshes [RKS00]. All these tech-
niques, however, lead to rather random stroke distances due to the
more or less random placement of seed points. To address this issue,
Deussen et al. [DHR∗99] and Medeiros et al. [MSVF09] explored a
hatching approach that is based on computing intersections of the
3D geometry with evenly placed plane objects. The planes are kept
more or less parallel to each other, oriented according to some skele-
ton or spine. The resulting illustrations resemble some hand-drawn
techniques well, but work best only for more or less cylinder-like
structures. To also be able to deal with general shapes, authors thus
turned to careful seeding and line integration, combined with the use
of direction fields on the surface. Singh et al. [SS10], for example,
used illumination-based directions, orienting their hatching lines
similar to view-dependent feature lines such as suggestive contours
and apparent ridges. Zander et al. [ZISS04] instead used direction
fields based on the PCDs and described an elaborate line shading
technique that can be controlled and changed at run-time. Moreover,
they addressed the issue of object-space hatching lines coming too
close to each other at regions perpendicular to the view direction
by locally changing the line stylization to become less visually
prominent. Lawonn et al. [LMP13] then described a GPU-based
approach for the line integration on the 3D surface to make it possi-
ble to use the techniques in interactive scenarios and for complex
meshes. All these techniques, however, rely on purely mathematical
concepts to guide the line placement and parametrization. Gerl and
Isenberg [GI13] thus use an example-based approach (Figure 5(c))
that first learns line placement and parametrization from a hand-
made example illustration and associated model, to later be able
to automatically or interactively create new illustrations for other
shapes, but using the initially captured hatching style.

Various application scenarios for such object-based hatching have
been discussed. The authors of the cited papers have applied their
techniques, for example, to the illustrative visualization of med-
ical objects [DHR∗99, EC06, GI13, LMP13, MSVF09, SS10], of
mathematical shapes [Elb99, SS10, ZISS04], and of botanical mod-
els [ZISS04]. Generally, the line integration techniques are useful
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(a) [Sec02] (b) [BTBP07] (c) [MPS04]

Figure 6: Three stippling examples: (a) image-based hatching, (b)
texture-based hatching, and (c) object-based stippling.

for shapes with well-defined direction fields (e. g., mathematically
defined objects), while the surface intersection techniques are more
robust to noise and can also be useful for ‘less clean’ objects such
as those resulting from medical scans [SEI10].

4.4. Stippling

Similar to computer-based hatching, computer-based stippling is
inspired by a traditional illustration style and uses primitives dis-
tributed over the surface of the depicted objects to illustrate its
shape and properties. In contrast to hatching, however, stippling
does not use directional primitives and restricts itself to dots.
The placement of the dots and their size and potential overlap-
ping is thus used to indicate, for example, form, illumination,
and materials. Several computer-based stippling approaches ex-
ist [MARI17, DI13, KCWI13]. We roughly categorize them again
into image-space, texture-space, and object-space methods, see Fig-
ure 6 for examples and Figure 10 for an overview.

4.4.1. Image-space Stippling

Generally it is possible to use virtually any traditional image-
space stippling technique for the illustrative visualization of sur-
face meshes as well—simply by rendering the surface into an
image and then applying the stippling (for an overview see the
existing surveys [DI13, MARI17]). Often, dot distributions are
computed based on relaxation (e. g., [DHvOS00, Sec02, BSD09],
see Figure 6(a))); or using dedicated distribution functions (e. g.,
[KCODL06, VBTS07]), example-based dot distributions (e. g.,
[KMI∗09]), or scale-dependent schemes (e. g., [MALI11]). These ap-
proaches are well suited for producing illustrative visualizations; see,
e. g., examples for medical illustration [KMI∗09, INC∗06, SHS02],
biological objects [DHvOS00, HHD03, KMI∗09], technical models
[DHvOS00], and archeological artifacts/sites [INC∗06, MALI11].

4.4.2. Texture-space Stippling

Similar to the equivalent hatching approach, texture-space stippling
relies on dedicated stippling textures that are projected onto the
surface mesh. Baer et al. [BTBP07], for instance, used the basic
idea of tonal art maps [PHWF01] and created stipple illustrations
for medical applications. To minimize distortions of the circular
points, they employed a polycube representation (e. g., Figure 6(b)).

Krüger and Westermann [KW07] instead use 3D volumetric noise
textures to assign a noise value to each surface fragment, which
is then compared to the fragment’s illumination to either render it
as a stipple dot or not. This approach works for both surface and
volume models, and the authors demonstrated its use in medical
visualization.

4.4.3. Object-space Stippling

Finally, object-space stippling places the stipple dots directly onto
the surface of the object to be illustrated. Like in object-space hatch-
ing, this process has the major advantage that animation or interac-
tion artifacts such as the shower door effect are avoided. Moreover,
this process facilitates the use of animated models, such as anima-
tions in biological education (e. g., [MPS04], see Figure 6(c)). For
example, Meruvia Pastor et al. [MPS02, MPFS03] assign a dot to
each vertex of the mesh, while Costa Sousa et al. [CSFWS03] as-
sign marks to each mesh edge. Meruvia Pastor et al. then randomly
perturb the dot positions to avoid artifacts from regular meshes and,
to adjust the density of the dots to the illumination, use mesh subdi-
vision and progressive meshes. Costa Sousa et al., in contrast, rely
on dense meshes and adjust each mark according to the illumination
and other properties. In an alternative technique, Meruvia Pastor
and Strothotte [MPS04] use point hierarchies to adjust the stipple
density. Similarly, Lu et al. [LTH∗02, LMT∗03] place several dots
per polygon and only render some based on the illumination and
size on the screen, the latter to take scale issue into account. In
a fundamentally different approach, Yuan et al. [YNZC05] use a
conformal parametrization to obtain the stippling results, effectively
operating in the geometry-image domain. This approach combines
the benefits from image-space approaches (e. g., use of edge de-
tection) with benefits from the purely 3D techniques (e. g., frame-
coherence in animation). Purely object-space techniques, on the
other hand, have been demonstrated to also be extendable to volu-
metric models [LMT∗03]. Examples for the use of object-space stip-
pling for visualization purposes include the application to medical
models [LTH∗02, LMT∗03, MPFS03, MPS04, CSFWS03], technical
models [LMT∗03], terrain models [CSFWS03], and archeological
artifacts [MPS04, CSFWS03].

Remark on Stippling. In contrast to curvature-based hatching,
where studies indicate a clear advantage for depth perception (see
Section 5), no rigorous study shows an advantage of stippling over
conventional shading. It thus remains an open question whether
stippling is merely an aesthetically pleasing approach.

4.5. Illustrative Shading

In contrast to the former techniques, where the model was illustrated
with primitives such as lines or points, this section reviews various
techniques that illustrate the model based on lighting conditions.
The term illustrative shading refers to those techniques that perform
shading that is neither a physically-based simulation of light prop-
agation nor does it attempt to mimick such a simulation process.
The central property of illustrative shading is that the shading em-
phasizes specific structural aspects and communicates them more
effectively than a result of a ‘photorealistic’ shading.

There is, however, not a clear separation between line-drawing
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(a) [BTM06] (b) [LMLH07]

Figure 7: In (a) the results of the X-Toon Shader by Barla et
al. [BTM06] is shown, where the 2D look up table is presented
as an inlet. In (b) the line drawing by abstracted shading combined
with toon shading is depicted by Lee et al. [LMLH07] is illustrated.

techniques and illustrative shading techniques, as some line drawing
generators, in fact, use the shading in the line generation algorithm.
The work of Lee et al. [LMLH07] discussed in Section 4.2 presents
one example centered around the idea that line drawing can be con-
sidered as an abstraction of shading. The example of their work
in Figure 7(b) shows lines combined with a toon shading, which we
discuss below. The PEL-generator by Xie et al. [XHT∗07] produces
slightly different results, but is based on the same claim that illu-
mination should be an important factor in the line drawing design.
While these two techniques exemplify that shading can serve as a
basis for a line generator, the relation between shading and line gen-
eration can be also the other way around: shading can be expressed
by means of lines [DR07] as it is the case in the highlight lines
described in Section 4.2.3. The entire category of hatching tech-
niques uses lines to convey shading. So, the first category of shading
techniques applies to both lines as well as illustrative shading.

Recently, Liu et al. [LML16] extended line rendering by introduc-
ing the notion of a global tone, an illustration method based on the
visibility of a region or a point on the surface that is related to ambi-
ent occlusion. Their mild toning adds additional shape cues to the
line drawing and the entire illustration looks closer to a hand-crafted
depiction where charcoal is used as the artistic medium.

Toon Shading. The most classical approach to illustrative shading
is inspired by the cartoon industry. There, because of lack of colors,
one can quantize shading into few bands of colors or tones only,
instead of a continuous threshold. This approach creates a distinct,
appealing effect. Such shading style is known as toon or cel shading.
There are many variants of toon shading and it is hard to date its first
computerized use, yet an early version was described by Decaudin
[Dec96]. The most straightforward implementation of toon shading
first defines a desired amount of luminance bands. Then, the shaded
intensity coming from a Lambertian shading is quantized to a central
intensity of a corresponding band. Toon shading can be used in
illustrative rendering for encoding quantity intervals, or it can be

used for shading the context decreased detail such that the focus
area is differentiated by a richer shading scheme.

Barla et al. [BTM06] extended the idea of toon shading and added
eye-space depth as an additional parameter in their X-Toon Shader
technique. The dot product between the surface normal and the
light direction serves as an argument together with the depth value
into a two-dimensional lookup table with pre-computed shading
values—basically a distinct rendering style that creates an appealing
haze effect for distant objects (see examples in Figure 7(a)). This
principle has been extended by Hao et al. [HCZW10] who used a 2D
texture to assign a specific color to the fragment of a surface. The
x-component is used as the radial curvature, similar to the curvature
in suggestive contours. The y-component of the texture encodes
the surface shading, i. e., the positively clamped dot product of the
surface normal with a light vector.

The idea of capturing the shading behavior in a texture has
further been extended in Vergne et al.’s Apparent Relief Descrip-
tor [VBGS08]. This approach essentially uses a texture that defines
how the surface with particular curvature properties will be shaded,
a concept similar to Curvature-based Transfer Functions for volume
rendering [HKG00]. The shape descriptor is characterized by the
principal curvatures. A lookup texture is used to encode the shad-
ing (or coloring) based on the combination of these two curvature
parameters. This way, ridge and valley areas can be made visually
distinct, or any other features that have distinct curvature properties.

Cool-to-Warm Shading. Another well-known example of illus-
trative shading is Gooch et al.’s [GGSC98] technical illustration
rendering. Their key idea comes from observation of fine arts, where
painters rarely use black paint for shaded objects or objects in
shadow. Instead they use a more cool color (typically darker blue)
and encode the light propagation even in areas in the shadow. In
the proposed shading scheme, therefore, not only does the lumi-
nance of an object change at a particular location on its surface,
but also the color simultaneously changes in hue. This technique
is known as Cool-to-Warm or Gooch shading. Highlighted areas
become more yellowish, while strongly shaded areas become more
blue. An example result of this technique is depicted in Figure 8.

Shading by Transfer. The X-Toon Shader [BTM06] mentioned
above uses a pre-computed texture for fetching the values during
the shading process, based on light vector, normal vector, and the
eye-space distance as input parameters. The idea of pre-computing
the shading values and fetching them during the image synthesis
has been used already for many years. The famous example on how
to transfer hand-drawn shading using the pre-computed approach is
known as the Lit-Sphere concept [SMGG01]. The artist can provide
various visual styles by drawing a 3D sphere. This sphere is then
used as a lookup texture using the eye-space normal as input. On
the particular location in the target geometry, the shading value
is determined by computing the eye-space normal vector at this
location that is input into the lit-sphere lookup texture. The point
on the sphere which has the same normal vector will be taken as
an output of the lit-sphere lookup and will be used for shading the
target geometry.

Recently, the lit-sphere concept has been extended by a sphere
on the table in the StyLit approach [FJL∗16]. This way, not only
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Figure 8: One of the first illustrative shading techniques by Gooch
et al. [GGSC98]. Strong edges are illustrated in black, highlights in
white, and the surface shading is based on the luminance.

can the local shading be captured, but also the global-illumination
effects such as shadows and color bleeding. Previous techniques for
style transfer such as Image Analogies [HJO∗01] or Neural Styliza-
tion [GEB16, SID17] use image statistics or convolutional neural
networks for transferring the style. These turn out not to lead to
satisfactory results for a given purpose of the illumination transfer.
However, it is possible to decompose the light into light-path ex-
pressions [Hec90], namely into the direct diffuse, direct specular,
indirect light, and first and second bounce components. By comput-
ing image statistics for each light path expression independently, we
can thus achieve a notably better result. This result can be improved
further by using a texture synthesis that controls the level of usage
of particular image patches to avoid image patch overuse.

Prior to the above work, Tietjen et al. [TPB∗08] proposed the
shading maps technique where each map contains a particular light
type or geometric property encoding. These maps are then combined
with various weights in the compositing stage to obtain a final image.
First, the surface mesh is rendered in different ways, e. g., with
shading of different light positions, the depth, contours, feature lines,
curvature, etc. The results are stored in the framebuffer. The final
image is generated as a weighted sum of all previously calculated
results. Therefore, the final image slightly attenuates features that
would not be shown with standard shading.

Dynamically Coherent Stroke Shading. The examples of stylized
shading discussed above work, in principle, for one image only. In a
naïve animation sequence, each image is thus created independently
which naturally leads to temporal visual artifacts. This problem
was addressed by Breslav et al. [BSM∗07] who used a coherent
approach to fix 2D texture patterns on the surface mesh. As a first
step, they distributed 3D sample points over the surface whose 2D
positions on the view plane is tracked at run-time. The apparent
motion is then determined by comparing the positions on the the
previous with those on the current frame. A resulting transformation

is applied to the stylized pattern such that the visualization becomes
frame-coherent during interactive exploration.

Scaled Shading. A prominent category of illustrative shading con-
sists of techniques that put a special emphasis on strongly convey-
ing surface details by modifying the standard shading equations.
Rusinkiewicz et al. [RBD06], with their Exaggerated Shading tech-
nique, enhanced details on the surface mesh, motivated by the rules
for cartography heightmap design. The standard diffuse Lambertian
shading is therefore modified to support levels of exaggeration of
slope changes based on the parameter a:

1
2
+

1
2

clamp
[−1,1]

a〈n, l〉 (28)

This exaggeration further utilizes a spectral approach, where the
surface is decomposed into several bands of surface details. These
levels can then be exaggerated individually and the final appearance
is composited as a weighted sum of all surface-detail frequencies.
To achieve various detail levels, the surface normals are smoothed
in multiple iterations, each iteration representing one scale.

A work that is visually similar to the exaggerated shading is based
on light warping driven by view-dependent curvature [VPB∗09]. The
reason for this technique to effectively convey shape comes from
visual perception research that describes the way how curvature
depends on the compression of reflected light patterns on the surface.
Interesting surface details are characterized by non-zero curvature
values. The technique essentially exaggerates the reflection vector
based on view-dependent curvature so that it enriches the light
pattern that is compressed onto the interesting surface area.

While these above techniques emphasize surface features, a nega-
tive side-effect is that the modification of the shading changes also
the perception of the material. A glossy material might easily change
to a brushed appearance, for example. Vergne et al. [VPB∗11] have
thus presented a technique that both enhances the surface depic-
tion and preserves the material appearance called Radiance Scaling.
Their key idea is to modify reflected light intensities based on the
view-dependent surface curvature as well as on the material char-
acteristics. In the case of Phong’s illumination model, each light
component, i. e., ambient, diffuse, and specular light, has a separate
scaling function. An example of a surface landscape that has been
emphasized by radiance scaling is shown in Figure 9(a).

Light Collages. Several of the techniques discussed above decom-
pose particular aspects of illumination or geometry into a number of
aspects that can be controlled individually. In the Radiance Scaling
or the StyLit techniques, it was the different light expressions; in
the case of Exaggerated Shading it was the surface detail frequency.
The technique called Light Collages [LHV06] also decomposes the
geometry of the surface into several patches that are separated by
high-curvature borders. For each patch, an optimal light source is
calculated, so that the diffuse and the specular lights convey the
surface details to the viewer. Then, the light corresponding to a
particular patch illuminates only that patch. The illumination orig-
inating from different light sources is blended at patch borders to
create a continuous illumination effect that is locally optimal but
globally inconsistent.
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Figure 9: The method by Vergne et al. [VPB∗11] shows how ra-
diance scaling can significantly improve the perception of surface
features, without affecting the perception of material.

5. Evaluation

Evaluation for this specific sub field of visualization are at the
intersection between evaluation for visualization in general [IIC∗13]
and evaluation for non-photorealistic/expressive graphics [Ise13].
Below we give specific examples and discuss how they shed light
on the generation and use of illustrative visualizations.

Since illustrative visualization both derives its inspiration from
traditional illustration and uses actual data to create case-specific
(i. e., not generalized) visual representations, evaluation techniques
can both be used to assess the quality of the specific representa-
tion and to understand the underlying general illustrative principles.
Moreover, illustrative visualizations are often either evaluated quali-
tatively to assess people’s preferences and the suitability of a given
visualization for a specific task, or quantitatively to assess depth
and shape perception. Perceptual studies (e. g., see [PBC∗16]), in
particular, are often used to understand perception aspects.

As an example for an evaluation of a specific technique, Tiet-
jen et al. [TIP05] applied different rendering styles to medical CT
datasets. Based on an existing segmentation, their technique illus-
trated the anatomy in a combination of contours and shading. 33
participants (8 of them surgeons) filled out a questionnaire to as-
sess the suitability of the generated illustrative visualizations. For
each set of questions, two visualization results of the same anatomy
were shown, each using a different combination of visualization
techniques. The questionnaire then asked about a preferred visual-
ization and posed further questions about the images. The analysis
of the questionnaires showed that, in the used example of thorax
and liver visualization, the use of contours are appropriate for sur-
gical planning. Additional information such as colored contours
and transparent surfaces, however, were rated as useful. Based on
their observations, the authors express their belief that such hybrid
visualizations are useful in general for medical applications.

Later, Ritter et al. [RHD∗06] evaluated their illustrative visual-
izations of vascular structures. Their real-time technique relied on
perceptual principles and in their evaluation they specifically concen-
trated on the used techniques of stroke hatching, distance-encoded
surfaces, and shadows. They conducted a web-based perceptual
study with a large pool of participants (160 people), with almost a
quarter being medical professionals. Because their techniques were
designed to improve depth perception, they based their evaluation
on precise depth judgments. Their results demonstrated that the
explicit encoding of distance by illustrative means leads to a more
accurate perception of relative distance to the viewers compared to
traditional shading. Moreover, the shape of the vessels was equally
well communicated by illustrative means compared to traditional
shading. Finally, their illustrative distance-encoded shadows were
also effective—they led to more accurate depth judgments compared
to visualizations without such shadows.

In a subsequent evaluation the same group [HWR∗10], conducted
a lab study that also relied on precise judgments of the perceived
distance of parts of the visualization. This evaluation looked at three
application scenarios, designed for liver surgery. They also added
the illustrative visualization of resection surfaces compared to the
original technique. The authors also captured the participants’ rea-
soning by applying a think-aloud protocol. Therefore, the authors
were able to not only confirm the effectiveness of the illustrative
techniques (i. e., illustrative visualization being faster than tradi-
tional techniques) but also captured valuable qualitative feedback
(e. g., suggestions for improved parameterization and for a better
encoding of specific data configurations).

Hummel et al. [HGH∗10] described an informal and brief evalu-
ation of illustrative visualization in a different application domain:
the illustration of integral surfaces. They collected feedback from
domain experts and collaborators on the effectiveness of the dif-
ferent illustrative techniques they used. In line with the results
reported by Tietjen et al. [TIP05], they reported that the use of
silhouettes/contours improved the visualizations and that purely ab-
stract (lines only) illustrations were not considered to be the best
choice. Moreover, respondents confirmed the effectiveness of Hum-
mel et al.’s adaptive transparency technique and preferred techniques
that also made use of high-quality illumination.

In a final example by Lawonn et al. [LLPH15], the authors again
evaluated illustrative visualizations of vascular structures. They
first conducted a qualitative evaluation with 15 expert participants,
a third of whom were surgeons. Discussion with the experts led
to a slight change of the visualization technique. Lawonn et al.
then conducted a subsequent quantitative evaluation in form of a
web-based questionnaire with 50 participants, 16% of whom were
physicians. The results showed that their technique improved depth
perception in comparison with other well-known methods.

While these evaluation results of visualization examples can likely
be generalized beyond their very specific application scenarios,
there are also more fundamental questions that relate to the use
of illustrative techniques for visualization. The utility of certain
illustration principles is one aspect that can be established in general
such that they can be applied to illustrative visualizations of 3D
shapes more broadly. Also, due to the fundamental motivation of the
field based on the tradition of hand-made illustrations it is important
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Figure 10: An overview of the discussed illustrative visualization techniques. Every field is divided in different categories, which reflects the
subsections of the corresponding section. Note that the lists of specific papers for each approach only serve as examples.

to question the relationship of computer-supported techniques to
hand-made examples.

In particular to explore this second point, Isenberg et al. [INC∗06]
conducted an observational study for non-photorealistic rendering
(NPR) techniques compared with traditional hand drawings—using
specifically illustrations and illustrative renderings of 3D shapes.
They used three surface models (a human torso, a plant part, and
a scan of an archeological artifact) and, with five NPR techniques
(primarily hatching and stippling, combined with contours and fea-
ture lines), created illustrative visualizations. In addition, they also
asked five professional illustrators to produce illustrations of the
same models. The resulting 30 images were then printed and used
in a pile-sorting study. The study participants were asked to sort
the illustrations into groups according to their own preferences,
with virtually no constraints, and then to discuss these groups. Af-
ter this discussion, the experimenters conducted a semi-structured
interview, also asking specific questions. The results of the study
included a better understanding of the differences between computer-
generated and hand-made illustrations, including insights on what
makes an illustration look hand-made and recommendations on what
to improve for illustrative rendering. In particular, the study results
demonstrated that, for the specific illustrative techniques used in
the study, participants were generally able to tell apart computer-
generated from hand-drawn illustrations. Nonetheless, participants
appreciated both: the computer-generated ones for their precision
and detail, and the hand-drawn ones for their “character.”

To better understand the fundamental differences between hand-
drawn and computer-generated line drawings, Cole et al. [CGL∗08]
compared algorithmically generated lines (silhouettes/contours and

view-dependent feature lines) with hand-dawings of the same shape.
These drawings were produced by 20 artists for 12 different shapes
using a clever study design that asked the artists to first freely draw
and then to copy the drawn lines onto a low-contrast image to make
them comparable with each other. The comparison of the scanned
hand drawings and the computer-generated illustrations showed
that most algorithmic lines indeed match with hand-drawn ones,
for both object-space and image-space line extraction. There are,
however, also some hand-drawn lines that cannot be explained by
the analysis of local properties—artists sometimes choose to place
lines in regions of weak ridges or valleys, sometimes depending on
the semantics of the subject matter.

A follow-up study by Cole et al. [CSD∗09] then raised the ques-
tion of how well line drawings can depict the underlying shape.
They thus again used twelve 3D models and created visualizations
using shading and different line-based techniques. They asked 560
participants (on Mechanical Turk) to orient randomly placed sur-
face gauges such that they marked the local surface orientation,
resulting in a total of 275,000 gauge placements. The analysis of
this data showed that, for half of the examined 3D models, the line
drawings could depict shape nearly as well as a shaded image. For
other shapes, the participants had more trouble interpreting the sur-
face shape solely based on the used sparse line renderings. In all
but one case, however, the best computer-generated drawing led
to a slightly lower error than the artist’s drawing, but the specific
algorithm depended on the depicted 3D shape.

A comparative evaluation to assess feature lines was conducted
by Lawonn et al. [LBSP14]. They asked 149 participants to order
six computer-generated line illustrations generated using ridge and
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valley lines, suggestive contours, apparent ridges, PELs, demar-
cating curves, and Laplacian lines. The participants were asked to
rank based on realistic assessment, aesthetic depiction, and gen-
eral preference. Each of the six line illustrations used a different
type of feature line, and the study was carried out for two different
3D shapes. Based on the analysis of these rankings, the authors
concluded that suggestive contours, apparent ridges, and Laplacian
lines were the preferred techniques. Overall, the authors recommend
the use of suggestive contours because they do not use third-order
derivatives. A later analysis by Baer et al. [BLSP15] re-tested these
results and confirmed their statistical significance.

6. Applications

As already pointed out in the discussion of the individual approaches,
illustrative visualization techniques can be applied to numerous
domains. Below we name a selection of them and briefly discuss
some examples of how illustrative techniques have been used.

Archaeology. In the past, archeology has relied on traditional il-
lustrations, both for the documentation of excavations and arti-
facts as well as for the illustration of reconstructions. For many
of these tasks it is possible to also use illustrative techniques, based
on 3D models or 3D scans. For example, virtually reconstructed
buildings [MS98, SMI99] (Figure 1(d)) were visualized with sparse
lines, using line stylization to encode semantics of the excavation
or reconstruction. In illustrative renderings of scanned ancient ob-
jects [KST08, LLZ11, LTPH17] the visualization techniques can
enhance, for example, the shape of the depicted objects. Illustra-
tive visualization becomes especially relevant for archeology and
for other fields when concrete information is combined with infor-
mation that is uncertain or even fully speculative. In excavations
one can find only a few pieces and speculate what the entire ob-
ject looked like. In such scenarios, illustrative rendering techniques
based on line or point elements may communicate the uncertain part
effectively, in contrast to the certain information which could be
depicted with a detailed or even photorealistic rendering technique.

Molecular sciences. In the context of molecular sciences, illustra-
tive visualization techniques can be applied to molecules to explain
the continuous character of the different abstraction schemes [vd-
ZLBI11], make additional visual variables available to visualize
surface information [CG07, CPJG09, LKEP14], or illustrate com-
plex temporal aspects and reactions [BPJG12, MPSV14, MWPV15].
The abstraction introduced by many illustrative techniques can not
only make it possible to portray complex assemblies like the con-
tents of a cell [KAK∗18,LMAPV15] (Figure 1(c)) but also facilitate
the rendering of such scenes at interactive rates.

Medicine. The applications of illustrative visualization in medicine
are manifold since medical illustrations have traditionally played
an important role in the field. For instance, vascular structures
were displayed with distance encoding to a tumor or to the
user [RHD∗06, LLPH15], illustrative augmented reality has been
used for liver surgery [HWR∗10, LLH17] (Figure 1(b)), and virtual
endoscopy has been augmented with illustrative methods [LGP13].
Illustrative visualization has also been used for medical train-
ing [CSESS05]. Even fluoroscopic images with extracted 3D sur-

face were combined with contours, stippling, or hatching illustra-
tion [RSB∗13]. Finally, some approaches have combined various
illustrative techniques [TIP05, LSHL16] (Figure 1(a)).

Geosciences. For geovisualization, the use of illustrative render-
ing may communicate complex and spatial information [D0̈7]. For
3D city scenes, for example, visualization techniques can convey
level-of-abstraction transitions during the interaction [STKD12].
Furthermore, illustrative visualization can emphasize the salience of
user-specified regions of interest to depict the whole scene with a
focus on such areas [PCG∗11].

Flow visualization. Another important application area is flow vi-
sualization (for a more comprehensive discussion of illustrative flow
visualization techniques refer to Brambilla et al.’s [BCP∗12] sur-
vey). Major trends are flow pattern enhancement [BMGS13], the
support of depth perception, e. g., by means of halos [EBRI09], and
the illustration of blood flow [BPMS12, vPOBB∗10]. Further pos-
sibilities to visualize flow are surfaces, e. g.streaming surface, path
surface, and streak surface [BWF∗10, HGH∗10, CFM∗13, SJEG05]
which use illustrative style elements such as contour lines, silhou-
ettes/occluding contours for iso-surfaces, lines for cuts, stream-
lines, halftoning, and local transparency. Also additional elements
such as arrows [LGV∗16] or line styles with specific patterns
[FG98, LS07, EBRI11, EBRI15] can be added to illustrate flow
direction. Other approaches cluster the flow information and use
illustrative visualization techniques [CYY∗11, OJCJP16].

Physics. Illustrative techniques have been applied in relativity and
astrophysics [WBE∗05, WBE∗06]. The main goal in this context
was to convey various aspects of the theories of special and general
relativity and of related fields of cosmology and astrophysics.

Miscellaneous. Illustrative visualization approaches are applied in
many more fields such as biology [DHvOS00], technical illustra-
tions [HBP∗07, ND05], and mathematics [SS10]. Interaction frame-
works exist [KMM∗02, GI13] to support both the automatic gen-
eration of illustrative visualizations and their manual adjustment.
Another interesting application is the retrieval of a 3D model from
a simple line drawing. If the user draws a model based on an ab-
stract depiction, a matching 3D surface can be obtained [ERB∗12].
Finally, illustrative visualization techniques can also be used to
produce physical visualization objects such as 3D laser-engraved
glass [HCW10].

7. Discussion & Future Work

As our survey has shown, illustrative visualization has a lot of po-
tential for visualization in general. As we discussed in Section 2 and
indicated throughout our discussion, it allows visualization design-
ers to convey salient information, encode (additional) information,
improve perception, and guide attention through abstraction and
emphasis. We largely focused on surface-based models, but many
techniques can be adapted to other types of data. Moreover, we
focused on low-level techniques because they are more universal,
while higher-level techniques tend to be more domain-specific (even
though some more general approaches exist [RBGV08]). Yet, even
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for the discussed low-level techniques there are a number of con-
straints and limitations which we discuss next.

The field of contour detection has been extensively addressed in
the literature as shown in Section 4.1. In fact, today it is easy and
effective with modern GPU power. It is still challenging, however,
to stylize the resulting strokes consistently and continuously using
a parametrized curve. If a contour is closed with length L, for ex-
ample, it would be desirable to have the position on the curve by a
value in [0,L]. This setup would allow us to compute view-aligned
quads along the contour with a parametrization such that the quad
could be stylized with arbitrary patterns. The challenge, however,
still is to change the parametrization consistently during the interac-
tion, without sudden or large changes to maintain frame coherence.
First approaches tackle this problem by searching nearby contour
triangles to assign the new value after rotation [LWM15].

As we discussed in Section 4.2, a menagerie of feature lines ex-
ists, each with their different advantages and challenges. For most
of them the computation is based on local criteria, so the explo-
ration of more global approaches would be interesting. For example,
we see potential to include information theory approaches to de-
tect features in the surface mesh. It may be possible to analyze
lines with respect to the information they would add if they were
drawn. Large lines that are distant from each other may add more
information to the mesh than lines that are close to each other.
Another interesting idea is to analyze smoothing approaches that
remove noise without removing essential features from the sur-
face [JDD03,KCL09,HS13,YWQ∗14,WYP∗15]. These approaches
could be analyzed to generate new feature line techniques or to apply
these approaches using existing feature line extraction techniques,
without having to assuming a perfectly smooth surface.

Some feature line techniques use ambient lighting to determine
the lines. Here, it might be interesting to analyze different lighting
methods before the feature line technique is applied. Especially
exaggerated methods [RBD06] may be a promising candidate.

The evaluation of novel feature line techniques should be an inter-
esting point for future work. Cole et al.’s [CGL∗08] study compared
hand-drawn images with feature line techniques. We believe that an
artist would draw the features of an object differently if the object
were well-known. For instance, if the artist were to draw a cow
model, he or she would likely use fewer lines because the shape
of a cow can be recognized from a few contours and features. In
contrast, we conjecture that the same artist would draw more lines
when confronted with an unknown object [SNEA∗16]. To better
study such questions, eye trackers could be used in observational
studies to analye how the eyes scan an illustrative visualization.

The actual use of illustrative visualization in interactive systems,
e. g., for education, engineering, therapy planning, etc. deserves
more attention. In this same context, more work is needed to study
the illustration of animated surfaces as many existing approaches
for line extraction cannot easily deal with them at the interactive
frame rates needed for practical applications.

Hatching methods have also been explored in detail. A big chal-
lenge is applying hatching methods to animated surfaces, in partic-
ular when trying to ensure minimal distance between the hatching
strokes. Lichtenberg et al. [LSHL16] employed an image-based

approach that used LIC with seed points determined with a contact
region instead of the normal noise texture. This method ensures a
small distance between neighboring hatching strokes, but a minimal
user-defined distance cannot be achieved. Another idea to apply
hatching strokes on a surface mesh would be to determine a global
parametrization, cf. Section 4.3.3. On the 2D map of the surface,
the method by Jobard and Lefer [JL97] could be applied to ensure a
minimal distance. A reasonable parametrization might be the least
squares conformal map by Lévy et al. [LPRM02]. This parametriza-
tion, however, is generally not rigid, i. e., not distance-preserving; so
one should take care that the distances are encoded in the 2D map.

Stippling methods were also extensively investigated. An inter-
esting extension would be to encode information on the radius of
the stippling points, e. g., the distance to a region of interest—this
idea was sketched in the work by Ritter et al. [RHD∗06]. This gen-
eral approach can also be extended to the drawing of glyphs on the
stippling circles to encode information.

The field of illustrative shading is quite large and the presented
methods did not follow a specific common goal. It is thus difficult to
judge what is missing in this field and we can only add some ideas of
what could be of interest or be considered for further improvement.
An interesting illustrative approach by Tietjen et al. [TPB∗08] (Sec-
tion 4.5) combined various shading maps—shading by transfer.
These shading maps could be arbitrarily extended by other maps. It
might be interesting, for instance, to combine these techniques with
exaggerated shading [RBD06]. The combination could not only be
determined by the user but also automatically. Objects that might be
of interest should be illustrated with maps that enforce an emphasis
on structures, while surrounded context objects could be illustrated
with low-information maps. This idea could also be applied to single
objects with an underlying scalar field of interest, e. g., a distance
map. In the case of a close distance, the shading map should then be
chosen differently from region with a high/distant value.

Lit spheres [SMGG01, FJL∗16] may be extended to take the
volume into consideration. Instead of mapping the normals to the
sphere and applying the color scheme to the model, one could
add information inside the sphere such as a volumetric sphere that
contains information. Then, the shading could be defined that first
assigns the normals to the sphere and then uses a second scalar
field that yields the radius. Overall, this approach would provide a
volumetric lookup texture that encodes two types of information.

8. Concluding Remarks

Illustrative visualization techniques show potential to convey infor-
mation and to abstract surface objects. They are suited for simplify-
ing structures, but they may also support depth and shape perception.
Various studies confirmed the potential use of illustrative visualiza-
tion methods in comparison with standard visualization techniques,
e. g., Phong shading. In different applications, illustrative visualiza-
tion methods are employed to gain insight or to transfer knowledge.
The manifold application areas confirm the potential of illustra-
tive visualization techniques. However, they are still rarely used
in commercially available software. Thus, more exchange between
academic research and developers is desirable.

Contours and feature lines give a first impression on the surface
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mesh and may be a good alternative to other visualization meth-
ods. They can be applied if the perception of the spatiality is not
paramount. Feature line techniques also show potential to depict the
shape, but it strongly depends on the underlying surface mesh. For
an improved shape perception hatching strokes, stippling points, or
illustrative shading methods should be employed. Thus, the order
in which we presented the different techniques in this survey may
reflect the way humans perceive shape; but the more certain a shape
is, the more information is needed to give that impression. Here,
we regard hatching and stippling as similar. The question of which
visualization technique should be applied to a scene with various
objects depends on underlying problem. The more information, e. g.,
color, primitives are used to illustrate the objects the more attention
it will receive.

Most of the presented methods were used as an alternative de-
piction for surface meshes. Alternatively, these methods can be
extended to not only improve the spatial or depth perception, but
also to encode additional information by the style of the used primi-
tives. Overall, we hope that this survey inspires future development
and sparks ideas for additional applications.
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